
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of analyst military. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for analyst military

Advises and performs the functional responsibilities of event billets that may
include but are not limited to General and Joint staff sections for service and
functional component headquarters and Joint Force Headquarters per area of
emphasis
Creates and edits documents, analyzes problem areas, and suggests feasible
solutions
Attends conferences and meetings at the resident site and other locations off
site
On occasion, is expected to prepare lesson plans and seminars, and provides
instruction to Field Grade and General Officers
Assists in reviewing classified material (Top Secret/SCI) and recommends a
lesser classification for use in events, models, simulations, demonstrations,
reports, and briefings
Observes, provides training, and provides product/process review and after-
action feedback to selected elements of MAGTF G-3 Force Fires/Effects
section operating at the TS/SCI security level during MSTP supported
exercises and events
Coordinates with the on-site SSO and SIO prior to including/injecting any
information obtained within the SCIF into or from MSTP supported exercises
Works closely with the MSTP IMA Detachment during the development and
execution of MEFEX/MEBEXs and LSEs
Assists the MSTP IMA Detachment with exercise information, systems
training/familiarization, and role-playing responsibilities
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Qualifications for analyst military

Bachelors degree from accredited institution or related experience in lieu of
degree, plus a minimum of 10 years of related experience
Source intelligence products with a knowledge of Joint, DoD, and NATO
regulations and publications and a comprehension of IC operations
MA or MS degree or 6 years of experience in a professional work
environment and the military
BA or BS degree or 4 years of experience with the military required
2+ years of experience with intelligence analysis of Cyberspace operations
Possess a minimum of ten (10) years of supervisory experience


